
>> Turns the city into a loft apartment.
smart fortwo edition BoConcept.



>> Two companies.
One idea.
smart and BoConcept.
What do a car manufacturer and a furniture specialist have in
common? They both want to make city life better with intelligent,
innovative design. The best prerequisites for joining forces!
The smart fortwo edition BoConcept unites two seemingly
different worlds in a car that makes you feel at home even
before you get there. And once you reach home you can enjoy
the extensive smartville collection from BoConcept.





>> Take your time to look around.
There’s lots to discover.

An inviting appearance at first glance. The bodypanels in matt crystal white have a slight shimmer, which really shows
off the tridion safety cell in brilliant anthracite. And this exciting contrast always appears a little different depending
on the light. The interior, however, has the same effect by day and night: furnished in tobacco brown leather optic
it has an ambience that you wouldn’t usually expect in this vehicle class. Attention to detail and a high build quality
convey a feel-good atmosphere you’re sure to feel at home in. Everything reflects the special quality of this special
model. From the vehicle as a whole right down to the smallest detail: a car that is worth every glance.



Mix of materials in the interior
Light grey quilted pattern with a felt feel in combination
with tobacco brown leather look and light lemon stitching.
Looks good – feels even better.

Loving attention to detail
Stitching in light lemon on the seats, instrument
panel and leather steering wheel rounds off the
overall impression.

Round off the design
Like the tridion safety cell, the 9-spoke alloy wheels are finished in brilliant anthracite.
A trim ring in light lemon extends the colour concept to the road.



>> Generously appointed
and stylishly furnished.
The interior.

The surprisingly spacious interior typical of smart provided
the perfect drawing board for the BoConcept designers.
Together with the smart designers they combined colours
and materials to create an interior you won’t want to leave
again once you’ve taken a seat. And you don’t have to either.
Air conditioning with automatic temperature control, electric
windows and softouch automatic gear programme mean that
you don’t just sit comfortably, but also drive comfortably.
And you can also fit the smart fortwo edition BoConcept with
optional equipment such as the audio system navigation/
multimedia, rev counter and clock as dashboard instruments,
or a lockable glove compartment. Or should it be “furnish”?
Decide for yourself!







A room with a view.
The smart cabrio variant of the fortwo edition BoConcept comes with
a black tritop fabric soft top, which can even be opened when driving
at full speed – although it also cuts a fine figure when closed.Eye-catching

The door mirror caps in light lemon form a fresh contrast to the elegant
combination of bodypanels and tridion safety cell.

>> Freshly painted.
The exterior.

The smart fortwo edition BoConcept gives the familiar clear design language of the
smart fortwo an edgy accent: splashes of colour in light lemon on the door mirror caps
and alloy wheels form a striking contrast to the bodypanels in matt crystal white and
the tridion safety cell in brilliant anthracite. And 9-spoke alloy wheels, painted in
brilliant anthracite to match the tridion safety cell, really round off the exterior design
to perfection.



>> Especially special.
The smartville collection.

The style of the smart fortwo edition BoConcept doesn’t just suit your garage really well – it also looks great in the
kitchen or living room. The smartville collection from BoConcept comprises a whole range of stylish furniture and
accessories that bring the modern, urban look of smart and BoConcept to your home.
From a customisable smartville armchair to a smartville clock in smart design, a coffee table and smartville sofa
cushions: discover the whole collection at www.boconcept.com.



smart times
The familiar dashboard instruments from the
smart fortwo as stylish wooden clocks for your home.

Table fortwo
A lemon yellow coffee table adds a bright accent to your
living room.

Coffee on the go
The cups from the smartville collection don’t just
look good – they are a perfect fit for the smart fortwo
cupholder.

Light my fire
Soft light as a highlight – with the brightly coloured
smartville wooden candleholders.



Relax to the max
The comfortable sofa in tobacco brown with light lemon
stitching is just as wide as the smart fortwo is long.
Available in fabric or leather.

Driver’s seat
The armrests of the lounge armchairs are based on the
shape of the smart fortwo’s tridion safety cell and are
available in leather or fabric.



1 In accordance with directives 80/1269/EEC and ECE R85 in the currently applicable version.2 The figures stated were determined in accordance with the stipulated measuring method in accordance
with EC directives 715/2007 and 80/1268/EEC in the currently applicable version. The figures do not relate to an individual vehicle and do not form part of an offer, but are intended solely for the purpose
of comparison between the different types of vehicle. 3 In accordance with the German fuel efficiency labelling ordinance for passenger cars (PKW-EnVKV) paragraph 3a.

52 kW (71 hp) 1 62 kW (84 hp) 1 55 kW (75 hp) 1

Petrol mhd Turbo petrol engine electric drive

Coupé/cabrio Coupé/cabrio Coupé/cabrio

Power consumption (combined) in kWh/100 km 2 (when charged at
a 230 V socket (8A charging current; without wallbox)

– – 15.1

Fuel consumption in l/100 km 2

Urban cycle softip (softouch) 4.5 (4.6) / 4.6 (4.7) 6.2 (6.3) –
Extra-urban cycle softip (softouch) 3.9 (4.0) / 4.0 (4.1) 4.0 (4.1) –
Combined cycle softip (softouch) 4.2 (4.3) / 4.3 (4.4) 4.9 (4.9) –

CO2 emissions (combined) in g/km 2 softip (softouch) 97 (98) / 99 (100) 114 (115) 0

Efficiency class 3 C E A+

>> The highlights of the edition BoConcept.

Exterior:
› bodypanels in matt crystal white
› tridion safety cell in brilliant anthracite
› 9-spoke alloy wheels in brilliant anthracite with front tyres:

155/60 R 15; rear tyres: 175/55 R 15, wheel hub covers with
trim ring in light lemon

› Door mirror caps in light lemon
› BoConcept logos in the mirror triangles

Interior:
› Seats in tobacco brown (leather look) in combination with

seat centre panels in felt look and light lemon stitching
› 2-spoke leather steering wheel with light lemon stitching
› Instrument panel, knee pad and door trim in tobacco brown

leather look with light lemon stitching

In addition, the edition BoConcept comes with the full equipment of the smart fortwo passion:
› softouch – automatic gear programme › Electric windows
› Air conditioning with automatic temperature control › Luggage compartment cover
› Panoramic roof with sunblind (coupé)
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We are pleased to take back your smart for environmentally friendly disposal in accordance with the European Union* (EU) Directive on End-of-Life Vehicles – but that day lies a long way off (*does not apply to Switzerland).
To make it as easy as possible for you to return the vehicle, a network of companies exists which will take back your old car and dismantle and recycle it. You can return your vehicle to one of these companies free of
charge. In this way you make a valuable contribution to closing the recycling loop and to saving resources. Further information on recycling end-of-life vehicles and the conditions of return is available at www.smart.com.

Regarding the information in this publication: changes to the product may have been made after going to press on on 4 June 2013. The manufacturer reserves the right to effect structural or design modifications,
colour changes and changes to the scope of delivery during the delivery period, insofar as such changes or modifications are reasonable for the buyer in due consideration of the seller’s interests. Should the seller
or the manufacturer employ codes or numbers to describe the order or object ordered, this alone shall not constitute a valid basis for the derivation of any rights. The photographs may include accessories or options
that are not part of the standard scope of delivery. Any colour deviations result from the printing process. This publication may also contain variants and services that are not available in individual countries. Information
on statutory, legal and fiscal provisions and their consequences apply only to the Federal Republic of Germany at the time that this publication goes to press. Please refer any questions on the provisions that currently
apply in other countries and their effects to your smart sales representative.

smart infocenter
(Call free from a landline. Charges for calls
from mobile networks may differ from this.)

00800 2 77 77 77 7
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www.smart.com smart – a Daimler brand


